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Impressive progress achieved in the past decade in experimental studies of exclusive meson photoproduction off protons and global multi-
channel amplitude analyses has resulted in the discovery of several long-awaited new nucleon resonances, with a decisive impact from the
results of KΛ and KΣ photoproduction measured with the CLAS detector at Jefferson Lab. Further extension of these efforts towards
combined studies of exclusive meson photo- and electroproduction data off protons will be presented. A new excited state of the nucleon, the
N ′(1720)3/2+, discovered from combined analyses of π+π−p photo- and electroproduction data, in addition to new resonances discovered
in photo- and hadroproduction data, demonstrate the promising prospects of this new research avenue for discovery of additional new
resonances.
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1. Introduction

Studies of the spectrum of excited nucleon states (N∗) shed
light on approximate symmetries of the strong interaction in
the regime of large (comparable with unity) QCD running
coupling, the so-called strong QCD regime, which underlies
the generation of the N∗ spectrum [1–5].The full N∗ spec-
trum of nature, including those states already observed and
those that are still to be discovered, defines the rate for the
transition from the primordial deconfined mixture of quarks
and gluons into the hadron gas phase that took place within
the first microseconds after the Big Bang [6–8]. In this
phase transition the dominant part of hadron mass was gener-
ated, chiral symmetry of QCD was broken dynamically, and
quark-gluon confinement emerged. These features define the
essence of the strong QCD regime that makes the studies of
the N∗ spectrum a compelling experimental program to ex-
plore the emergence of hadron matter from QCD. The recent
advances in the search for new excited states of the nucleon,
also known as the “missing” resonances, will be presented in
this proceedings.

2. “Missing” Resonances from Exclusive Me-
son Photoproduction Data

Constituent quark models based on approximate symme-
tries of the strong interaction that are relevant for the strong
QCD regime and established by analyzing the N∗ spectrum
known before 2012 [3–5, 9, 10], predict many more excited
states of the nucleon than have been observed in experiments
both with electromagnetic and hadronic probes. The expec-
tation from quark models that employ SU(6)×O(3) (spin-
flavor×space-rotational) symmetry is depicted in Fig. 1. The
predicted and observed nucleon resonances are shown by the
filled boxes. The states that are predicted but still not ob-

served are shown by the open boxes. The search for the
many states in the mass range above 1.7 GeV that have eluded
detection has become the focus of the extensive studies to
address the so-called “missing” resonance problem. Quark
model expectations of the N∗ spectrum starting from the
QCD Lagrangian both within lattice and continuum QCD ap-
proaches support the states predicted from SU(6)×O(3) sym-
metry expectations [11–13]. The studies of exclusive meson
photoproduction extend the capabilities to search for these
resonances in comparison with the results available from ex-
clusive meson hadroproduction with the biggest contribution
from data with pion beams. Exclusive meson production with
pion beams is sensitive to the resonances with substantial de-
cay into the Nπ final states, while exclusive photoproduc-
tion processes allow us to pin down the resonances with de-
cays into Nπ [14] as well as other final hadron states such as
KΛ, KΣ, and Nππ [15–18]. According to the quark mod-
els [3, 5, 19], the non-Nπ final states can strongly couple to
the “missing” resonances. The search for these new states
has driven the exploration of the N∗ spectrum in experiments
with electromagnetic probes for the past two decades [20].

Recently, several long-awaited new nucleon resonances
were discovered in global multi-channel analyses of exclu-
sive meson photo- and hadroproduction data [21, 22] with a
decisive impact of the CLAS results on KΛ and KΣ pho-
toproduction [15–17]. Implementation of new nucleon res-
onances in the mass range from 1.8 GeV to 2.2 GeV is es-
sential to describe the data on the KΛ and KΣ differen-
tial cross sections and induced asymmetries at backward an-
gles from CLAS. After the implementation of the new res-
onances, a good description of the observables for most ex-
clusive photo- and hadroproduction channels relevant in the
resonance region and included into the coupled-channel ap-
proaches [21,22] was achieved, providing strong evidence for
the existence of these new states. The established N∗ spec-
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FIGURE 1. Spectrum of nucleon resonances expected in quark models employing SU(6)spin−flavor×O(3)space symmetry. L3q is the orbital
angular momentum of the three constituent quarks and the quantum number N corresponds to the radial excitation of the three-quark system.
The predicted and observed states are shown by the filled boxes, while the predicted and still not observed states are shown by the open
boxes.

FIGURE 2. The N∗ spectrum established in global multi-channel analyses of exclusive meson photo- and hadroproduction data [8]. The
recently discovered new resonances are highlighted with the brown boxes.

trum is shown in Fig. 2 with the recently discovered states
highlighted with the brown boxes. Two recently discovered
resonances, the N(1895)1/2− and N(1900)3/2+, have been
assigned the highest four-star PDG status [23] as firmly es-

tablished resonances. Knowledge on other recently observed
nucleon resonances has been greatly improved as reflected by
their current PDG status (increased from two stars to three).
The discovery of these new long-awaited resonances repre-
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sents an important achievement in hadron physics.

3. The N∗ Spectrum from Combined Studies
of Exclusive Meson Photo- and Electropro-
duction Data

Combined studies of exclusive meson photo- and electropro-
duction data open up new prospects in the exploration of the
N∗ spectrum. New nucleon resonances seen in photopro-
duction can be also observed in electroproduction. The reso-
nance masses and the total/partial hadronic decay widths ob-
tained in analyses of exclusive electroproduction data should
be the same as established from the exclusive photoproduc-
tion data. A successful description of the exclusive meson
photo- and electroproduction data within a broad range of
photon virtualities Q2 with Q2-independent nucleon reso-
nance masses, and total and partial hadronic decay widths,
will validate the resonance existence in a nearly model-
independent way. The new N ′(1720)3/2+ resonance was
recently discovered in the combined studies of the CLAS
π+π−p photo- and electroproduction data [24] in addition to
new resonances established in the analysis of exclusive me-
son photo- and hadroproduction data [21].

Resonance-like structures were observed a long time ago
in the W -dependence of the fully integrated π+π−p electro-
production cross sections from CLAS [25] in the third res-
onance region (see Fig. 3 with the peak positions at W ≈
1.71 GeV in all three Q2-bins of this measurement). Re-
cently, data on the π+π−p photoproduction cross sections
were obtained for W from 1.6-2.0 GeV [18]. In order to
explore the resonance contributions into the π+π−p photo-
and electroproduction cross sections in the third resonance
region, we analyzed nine independent one-fold differential
photo-/electroproduction cross sections (see representative
examples in Fig. 4). The analysis was carried out within the
W -interval from 1.60 GeV to 1.76 GeV for Q2 < 1.5 GeV2

within the Jefferson Lab/Moscow State University (JM) re-
action model [26–28] developed for the extraction of the
γr,vpN

∗ photo-/electrocouplings from combined studies of
the π+π−p data. The JM model provides a good description
of all data for W up to 2.0 GeV and Q2 from the photon
point up to 5.0 GeV2. All γvpN∗ electrocouplings obtained
from the charged double pion electroproduction channel and
included in the PDG have become available from the data
analyses within the JM model.

Analysis of the data on the π+, π− and p center-of-mass
(CM) angular distributions reveals essential contributions
from resonances of spin-parity JP = 3/2+ to π+π−p photo-
and electroproduction in the third resonance region. There-
fore, we explored two possibilities to describe the π+π−p
data in this region: a) either accounting for only conventional
resonances with a substantial contribution from the conven-
tional N(1720)3/2+ or b) by implementing on top of the
conventional resonances a contribution from a new resonance
labeled as N ′(1720)3/2+ with mass, π∆ and ρp hadronic

decay widths, and photo-/electrocouplings determined from
a combined fit of the π+π−p photo- and electroproduction
cross sections. In the data fit, we simultaneously varied the
parameters of the nucleon resonances and the parameters
of the non-resonant mechanisms included in the JM model.
Eventually, we selected the computed cross sections with
minimal values of χ2/(data point) in relation to the data. The
selected computed cross sections were spread within the data
uncertainties for most data points covered by the measure-
ments. Under both assumptions (a) and (b) on the resonant
contributions, a good description of the data was achieved.
Representative examples are shown in Figs. 3 and 4. The
values of χ2/(data point) obtained from comparison between
the measured and computed nine one-fold differential cross
sections are comparable for both assumptions.

For the case when the contributions from only conven-
tional resonances are taken into account, the branching frac-
tion for the decay of the conventional N(1720)3/2+ reso-
nance into the ρp final state inferred from the fits of the
π+π−p photo- and electroproduction data are different by
more than factor of 4 (see Table I). This contradiction con-
clusively demonstrates that accounting only for the contribu-
tions from conventional resonances does not allow us to con-
sistently describe both the π+π−p photo- and electroproduc-
tion data. Implementation of the new N ′(1720)3/2+ state
makes it possible to describe the π+π−p photo- and elec-
troproduction data over the broad range of Q2 from 0 to
1.5 GeV2. A good data description was achieved with Q2-
independent masses, with consistent π∆ and ρp hadronic de-
cay widths of the new N ′(1720)3/2+ state and of the other
conventional resonances with substantial contributions into
the π+π−p channel in the third resonance region (see Ta-
ble II). This provides strong evidence for the existence of the
N ′(1720)3/2+ resonance.

The masses, total decay widths, and branching fractions
for hadronic decays into the π∆ and ρp final states for the
conventional N(1720)3/2+ and for the new N ′(1720)3/2+

resonances inferred from the data fit are presented in Ta-
ble III. The γr,vpN

∗ photo-/electrocouplings of these states
derived from fitting the nine independent one-fold π+π−p
photo-/electroproduction cross sections are shown in Fig. 5.

We found that for the successful description of the com-
bined π+π−p data, the contributions from both the conven-
tional N(1720)3/2+ and the new N ′(1720)3/2+ resonances
are needed. These two excited states of the nucleon have
almost the same mass, and their total decay widths over-
lap within the uncertainties for their total hadronic decay
widths. However, they have different branching fractions
for decays into π∆ and ρp (see Table III). They also have
different dependencies of their electrocouplings on Q2 (see
Fig. 5). The differences in their hadronic decays prevent mix-
ing between the N ′(1720)3/2+ and N(1720)3/2+ states of
the same isospin, spin, and parity. Evidence for two reso-
nances of spin parity JP = 3/2+ and of isospin 1/2 was ob-
tained in global coupled-channel analyses of exclusive photo-
/hadroproduction data [31]. Furthermore, it was found that
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FIGURE 3. Fully integrated π+π−p photo- (left) and electroproduction (right) cross sections as a function of W . The photoproduction data
points [18] are shown by the open circles with the statistical and systematic uncertainties added in quadrature. The electroproduction data
points are shown by the filled squares with only statistical uncertainties represented. The series of red curves in the left panel represents
the computed cross sections within the JM model [26–28] selected in the data fit including the new N ′(1720)3/2+. The resonant/non-
resonant parameters of the JM model are fit to the data on nine one-fold differential cross sections in each bin of (W,Q2) covered by the
measurements [18, 25]. The description of the fully integrated π+π−p electroproduction cross sections within the JM model accounting
for the N ′(1720)3/2+ is shown by the red lines in the right panel. The blue dashed curves represents the JM model results from the 2003
version [29,30] accounting for only conventional resonances with the N(1720)3/2+ partial decay width into ρp from the 2002 PDG listings.

FIGURE 4. Representative examples of the description of the π+π−p one-fold differential cross sections achieved within the JM model
[26–28] after implementation of the new N ′(1720)3/2+. The computed cross sections selected in the data fit are shown by the red curves.

N (1720)3/2+ N∗ total width Branching fraction Branching fraction
MeV for decays to π∆ for decays to ρN

electroproduction 126.0 ± 14.0 64% - 100% <5%
photoproduction 160.0 ± 65.0 14% - 60% 19% - 69%

TABLE I. N (1720)3/2+ hadronic decay widths and branching fractions into π∆ and ρp determined from independent fits to the data on
charged double-pion photo- [18] and electroproduction [25] off protons accounting only for contributions from previously known resonances.

the resonance-like structures observed in the W -dependence of the inclusive electron scattering cross section in the third
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FIGURE 5. The γr,vpN
∗ photo-/electrocouplings of the conventional N(1720)3/2+ (black) and the new N ′(1720)3/2+ (blue) resonances

from the π+π−p photo- [18] and electroproduction [25] data fits.

Resonance N∗ total width Branching fraction Branching fraction
states MeV for decays to π∆ for decays to ρp

∆(1700)3/2−

electroproduction 288.0 ± 14.0 77 - 95% 3 - 5%
photoproduction 298.0 ± 12.0 78 - 93% 3 - 6%

N(1720)3/2+

electroproduction 116.0 ± 7.0 39 - 55% 23 - 49%
photoproduction 112.0 ± 8.0 38 - 53% 31 - 46%
N

′
(1720)3/2+

electroproduction 119.0 ± 6.0 47 - 64% 3 - 10%
photoproduction 120.0 ± 6.0 46 - 62% 4 - 13%

TABLE II. Hadronic decays into the π∆ and ρp final states of the resonances in the third resonance region with major decays to the π+π−p
final state determined from the fits to the data on charged double-pion photo- [18] and electroproduction [25] after implementing a new
N ′(1720)3/2+ baryon state.

Resonance Mass, N∗ total width, Branching fraction Branching fraction
states GeV MeV for decays to π∆ for decays to ρp

N(1720)3/2+ 1.743-1.753 114 ± 6 38-53% 31-46%
N ′(1720)3/2+ 1.715-1.735 120 ± 6 47-62% 4-10%

TABLE III. Masses and hadronic decay widths of the N(1720)3/2+ and N ′(1720)3/2+ resonances to the π∆ and ρp final states determined
as the overlap between the parameter ranges from independent fits of the π+π−p photo- and electroproduction data [18, 25].

resonance region are created with the biggest contribution
from the new N ′(1720)3/2+ state [32], which supports the
existence of this new resonance.

Currently the N ′(1720)3/2+ is the only new baryon state
for which the results on the Q2 evolution of the γvpN

∗ elec-
trocouplings are available, offering insight into the internal
structure of previous “missing” resonances and allowing us
to shed light on the peculiar features in their structure that
have made their observation so elusive. The electrocou-
plings of both the N(1720)3/2+ and N ′(1720)3/2+ com-
puted within Ads/CFT [33] represent a first promising step
in this direction. Analysis of the high-lying nucleon reso-
nance spectrum, as we know it in 2020, suggests SU(6) spin-
flavor assignments for the conventional N(1720)3/2+ and
the new N ′(1720)3/2+ resonances as [56,2+] and [70,2+],
respectively. These assignments imply: a) both resonances
consist of three constituent quarks with orbital angular mo-

mentum L=2 and of total quark spin Sq=1/2 [24], b) the
new N ′(1720)3/2+ resonance represents a system of three
bound quarks with orbital excitation over both the ρ and
λ coordinates for the three-body system that has been ob-
served for the first time. New data on the N(1720)3/2+ and
N ′(1720)3/2+ electrocouplings at Q2 up to 5.0 GeV2 fore-
seen from CLAS analyzed within different quark models will
allow us to pin down peculiar features in the structure of new
baryon states.

4. Conclusions and Outlook

Several long-awaited new “missing” nucleon resonances
have been discovered from global analyses of exclusive me-
son photo- and hadroproduction data with a decisive impact
from the KΛ and KΣ photoproduction channels measured
with CLAS. A new N ′(1720)3/2+ resonance has been ob-
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served in the combined studies of π+π−p photo- and elec-
troproduction data, and this state is the only “missing” reso-
nance for which the results on the Q2-evolution of the γvpN∗

electrocouplings have become available. In the future, the in-
formation on the N ′(1720)3/2+ electrocouplings from the
CLAS data will be extended towards Q2 up to 5.0 GeV2.
Analyses of the results on the new resonance electrocou-
plings in collaborative efforts with hadron structure theory
will shed light on the particular features of the “missing” res-
onance structure that have made them so elusive for detec-

tion.
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Table captions.
Table 1. N (1720)3/2+ hadronic decay widths and

branching fractions into π∆ and ρp determined from in-
dependent fits to the data on charged double-pion photo- [18]
and electroproduction [25] off protons accounting only for
contributions from previously known resonances.

Table 2. Hadronic decays into the π∆ and ρp final states
of the resonances in the third resonance region with major de-
cays to the π+π−p final state determined from the fits to the
data on charged double-pion photo- [18] and electroproduc-
tion [25] after implementing a new N ′(1720)3/2+ baryon
state.

Table 3. Masses and hadronic decay widths of the
N(1720)3/2+ and N ′(1720)3/2+ resonances to the π∆
and ρp final states determined as the overlap between the
parameter ranges from independent fits of the π+π−p photo-
and electroproduction data [18, 25].

Figure captions.
Figure 1. Spectrum of nucleon resonances expected in

quark models employing SU(6)spin−flavor ×O(3)space sym-
metry. L3q is the orbital angular momentum of the three
constituent quarks and the quantum number N corresponds
to the radial excitation of the three-quark system. The pre-
dicted and observed states are shown by the filled boxes,
while the predicted and still not observed states are shown by
the open boxes.

Figure 2. The N∗ spectrum established in global multi-
channel analyses of exclusive meson photo- and hadropro-
duction data [8]. The recently discovered new resonances are
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highlighted with the brown boxes.

Figure 3. Fully integrated π+π−p photo- (left) and elec-
troproduction (right) cross sections as a function of W . The
photoproduction data points [18] are shown by the open cir-
cles with the statistical and systematic uncertainties added
in quadrature. The electroproduction data points are shown
by the filled squares with only statistical uncertainties repre-
sented. The series of red curves in the left panel represents
the computed cross sections within the JM model [26–28]
selected in the data fit including the new N ′(1720)3/2+.
The resonant/non-resonant parameters of the JM model are
fit to the data on nine one-fold differential cross sections in
each bin of (W,Q2) covered by the measurements [18, 25].
The description of the fully integrated π+π−p electroproduc-
tion cross sections within the JM model accounting for the

N ′(1720)3/2+ is shown by the red lines in the right panel.
The blue dashed curves represents the JM model results from
the 2003 version [29, 30] accounting for only conventional
resonances with the N(1720)3/2+ partial decay width into
ρp from the 2002 PDG listings.

Figure 4. Representative examples of the description
of the π+π−p one-fold differential cross sections achieved
within the JM model [26–28] after implementation of the
new N ′(1720)3/2+. The computed cross sections selected
in the data fit are shown by the red curves.

Figure 5. The γr,vpN
∗ photo-/electrocouplings of

the conventional N(1720)3/2+ (black) and the new
N ′(1720)3/2+ (blue) resonances from the π+π−p photo-
[18] and electroproduction [25] data fits.
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